DOES A STANDARD TEMPERATURE
NEED TO BE CONSTANT?
Environmental standards for museums and archives
The header to this page refers to several articles, lectures and published papers
which question the apparently unquestioned emphasis on constant temperature in
nearly all museum standards. There is no evidence that a gentle annual temperature
cycle does harm, but it would greatly simplify climate control and reduce its
energy use. Environmental standards for museums and archives uphold the noble
ideal: do no harm.
However, the conservation profession devoted to preserving the relics of the past
has a tiny proportion of scientists, who are expected to understand the deterioration
processes of all materials and constructions ever used by mankind, as well as
biological specimens, fossils and minerals.
It is small wonder that most standards for museums merely take the indoor climate
as humans like it and narrow its variation, on the principle that constancy of
temperature and humidity cannot do harm to an inanimate object.
So the standards also embody a more doubtful ideal: use the best available
technology to achieve constancy of climate.

At the height of this approach, by around 1990, the best available technology could
achieve a temperature constant throughout the year within about 2 degrees of a set
point, typically 21°C. The relative humidity (RH) cannot be controlled quite as
well, mainly because of drift in the sensor, so the limit is set 5% from a set point
typically at 50%.
The recourse to best available technology was extended to air pollution. The
innumerable acceptable limits in the literature are just what could be measured at
the time of publication.
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The vulnerability of modern materials is studied by a huge industrial research
community. It has decided that the dangerously ephemeral records of modern
humanity, embedded in immediately accessible, but tender formats, such as colour
film, and in only indirectly understandable formats, on magnetic tape and compact
disks, require storage conditions much cooler than humans can long endure.

The parallel need for maintaining obsolete interpreting and digital conversion
machinery is a matter outside the scope of this gentle polemic.
The poor durability of these modern materials has led to a tendency to
precautionary extreme cold, around -20°C is often invoked.

In summary - museum environments fall into two groups: the warm rooms with a
climate comfortable to humans and the cold rooms with an intolerable climate for
humans. In standards for both these environments, a constant temperature and RH
is required.
So what is wrong with that, apart from the expense and energy use?
Museums are so rare and so central to our communities that an obsession with
saving energy is a deeply wrong setting aside of the duty to preserve, just to make
a public statement of virtue, with no quantitative effect in saving the world. It is
like the wartime encouragement to house owners in England to cut down their
garden railings to melt down for guns.

However, there are better reasons for doubting the advice of our present
environmental standards.
The warm climate, cosy for humans, recommended in countless tiny variations by
various authors, has done harm. Mostly to the buildings containing the historic
relics. The dew point of this climate is 10°C. In temperate climates the outside
temperature, and therefore the outer temperature of the building, particularly if it is
well insulated, often falls below this dew point, so the critical temperature is within
the building structure. Hidden condensation has damaged many air conditioned
building. One of the most dramatic declines is the Arts and Industries Museum of
the Smithsonian Institution, re-roofed in 1976, now so damaged that it is closed to
visitors for fear of roof collapse.
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The toll of minor injuries to buildings is immense, though often no more dramatic
than rotting sills below windows with dribbling condensation.

The danger is much diminished by allowing the temperature to drift down in
winter, together with the RH. The RH should be a bit lower at a low temperature
anyway, to maintain a constant water content in absorbent materials. At a perfectly
habitable 16°C and 40% RH, the dew point is 2°C. This seldom causes structural
damage to buildings. As a byproduct, it saves a lot of energy and reduces thermally
mediated degradation of materials. If the summer temperature is allowed to rise to
24°C, and the RH to 60%, much energy is also saved in summer, though the rate of
degradation is increased. Such a regime will, in many places in the temperate zone,
allow the use of winter heating alone, without air conditioning. Designing for high
thermal and moisture inertia will reduce the daily variation which is customarily
prevented by air conditioning.
So what is the consequence of allowing the temperature to drift with the seasons?
Do we accelerate damage to the artifacts? Nobody knows, because the climate is
still so benign that there is no experimental evidence for deterioration. Scientists
use two approaches: extrapolation of high temperature damage using activation
energy theory, and elegant techniques to detect single molecule reactions. While
we await a critical mass of convincing results from these investigations, we have to
resort to the evidence from archaeology and history.

Archaeologists have not been as diligent as we would wish in recording the climate
around their finds. But one can indirectly deduce that the ancient library of St
Catherine's Monastery in Sinai, Egypt, has endured with resilience temperatures
between 30°C and 8°C, and RH varying from 10% to 30%, since the sixth century.
The paper relics recovered in perfect condition from the desert of Turkestan seem
to have been exposed to an annual cycle of -10°C to 25°C and a RH between 30%
and 50%, since the third century.
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One can approach the matter from the other direction and ask what extremes of
temperature and RH definitely cause damage fast enough to be noticed within a
human career period. Less than 10°C embrittles some materials, particularly
acrylic paint, making them very vulnerable to handling. Nevertheless, it is common
practice for conservators to plunge artifacts suddenly to -30°C to exterminate bugs
that may not be there, while insisting in the loan contract on strictly defined
environmental standards.

The temperature sensitivity of acrylic paint [Mecklenburg]
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The lighting standard also lacks scientific credibility. It establishes a set of
maximum lux values for light falling on various sensitive materials, mostly dyes
and watercolours. The lux is a measure of the rate of the (reversible)
photochemical reaction of the pigments in the human eye. Artifacts react
differently, being mostly damaged by blue light.

So for a given lux value, one can expect a twenty times slower reaction rate under
incandescent light, compared with north daylight. This makes the standard division
into 50 lx and 200 lx categories insignificant, unless the nature of the light source
also is specified. How did this happen? Simply because the measurement of light
intensity became possible before it became convenient to measure the spectral
energy distribution falling on an object. Once again, best available technology set a
standard that is now obsolete, but unlikely to die soon because conservators, like
all of us, cling to tradition long after it has lost its justification.

[Adapted from Michalski]

A different approach to setting limits to the acceptable environment is taken by the
risk analysers. Their contention is that everything damages - what counts is
deciding which is the most serious cause. They mix up risks like fire, which may
never happen, with certainties like light damage and thermal degradation of
polymers, which always happen. With math one can solve all problems except the
fundamental problem that we do not know much about decay rates of artifacts.

The range of durability is immense: from unfixed photographs that will fade under
the brief flash used to copy them to the paper buried for nearly two millenia in the
central Asian desert, without significant damage.
There are interesting variants on the risk analysis approach, designed to provide
quantitative information. Michalski presents the concept of proofed exposure: that
an object can resist a repeat excursion to a transient climatic extreme to which it
has already been exposed, without further damage. Other experts combine this with
experiments to find the average natural climate to act as a centre point for defining
acceptable excursions. The National Gallery London discovered this central value
by hanging blocks of wood in the galleries for a year. The proofed exposure
concept is certainly scientifically sustainable, Mecklenburg has demonstrated it for
craquelure in painting. Unfortunately, a conservator will fill in the cracks with
varnish and reset the sensitivity, but may not reset the relevant record in the
eternally durable database necessary to establish the current value of the maximum
permissible excursion. Anyway, the concept does not apply to chemical
deterioration, which accelerates at high temperature, regardless of how often that
temperature has been reached. So I only see a limited scope for this concept.
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The standards are vague on defining the properties of the building envelope which
will contain the climate that they advocate. For a long time now (maybe always),
new museums have mostly been designed for the prestige of the architect and the
owner, with scant attention to environmental control. An extreme example is the
extension to the Royal Ontario Museum, which has air conditioning piped to
individual showcases, since the building cannot cope.
It is defeatist to assume that if the environmental standards are relaxed to allow an
annual cycle of temperature and RH, one needs to invoke risk analysis to justify
the presumed inferior environment. There is no reason to expect catastrophe from
implementing an indoor climate regime which yields to the seasons of the outside
world. However, to ensure a moderate rate of change, the standards need to assert
minimum values for thermal and moisture resilience, commonly called buffering.
One can achieve a safe environment without air conditioning in many places on
earth.
Source: http://www.conservationphysics.org/standards_debate/standards_debate.php

